Using Class Notebook: Distributing Pages
Step 1: Find or Create the Page you want to Distribute

Step 3: Customise Student Notebook Section
A screen will appear once the operation to
distribute the pages has completed. Look for the
green tick and word Done after the purple bar has
filled from left to right.

In your Class Notebook, create or
find the page you want to send to
students. Distributed pages are
copied into students’ own class
notebooks and can be edited.

You can close this panel now by clicking the X at
the top right.

In this example, the teacher has
created an activity about Gravity in
the Teacher-Only space.

You can check that the page has distributed
correctly by going into the student
notebook sections in your Class Notebook
view, and opening the section where you
distributed the file.

Select Class Notebook from the
menu tab at the top.
Then click on Distribute Page in the options that appear below it.

In this example, we can see how Pupil One
has received the page into their homework
section, exactly as the teacher intended.
The student can now edit and add their
answers to their own copy of the page.

Step 2: Choose the Section to Distribute the Page to
On the right-hand side of the Notebook
will appear the Distribute Page dialog
box. Select the student notebook section
you want to distribute the page to. In
this example, the teacher has selected the
Homework section.
Once selected, click on the Distribute button
at the bottom of the Distribute Page box.

For more information about using Microsoft Teams for Remote Teaching and
Learning, use the following links to access our comprehensive resources,
videos and printable PDFs:
United Learning EdTech Demonstrator website
Resources and Events for schools
United Learning ICT YouTube Channel
Webinars, Instructional Videos and Playlists to
support your EdTech development
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